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Neal Jones has been at the helm of his own furniture design 
business for the past 18 years, developing an extensive 
portfolio across land and sea.

Since inception, we have built a bridge between the world’s 
leading interior and exterior designers, architects and 
shipyards, and an army of over 400 artisans. This network 
of furniture makers, specialist finishers and leather workers 
exemplify our talented offering, providing a variety of 
production solutions to meet budgets and demand.  

We’re also really proud of the fact that we support 
manufacturers and artists right here in the UK. The UK has a 
very long history of quality craftspeople and manufacturing, 
and we hope to help keep it that way for long into the future.

Neal Jones Furniture is the culmination of the 
knowledge and experience of designers, makers 
and project managers with over 50 years’ 
collective industry expertise.  

AB
O

UT
 U

S
It’s all in the detail

Through the experience of our technical design, manufacture 
and project management teams, we can add a great deal of 
value to marine projects. We champion perfection in every 
piece created by our  design team, managed by our project 
teams and made and delivered by our artisans.



Original Neal Jones sketches
for the ranges in this brochure
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Neal Jones
Creative Director/Founder

Over the past twenty-five years, it has been my privilege to 
work on some of the most diverse and spectacular marine 
and residential developments in the world. The opportunity 
to work on your project would be an honour. Having worked 
on marine developments in excess of 130 pieces of yacht 
furniture, my team is well equipped to deliver large-scale 
projects.

This Semi-Custom collection was born out of a customer 
desire for the quality that they have come to expect from us, 
but to a reduced timescale. This range combines top design 
with plenty of options to tailor to your own aesthetic needs, 
without the need for a long design period. It’s a range I am 
really proud of - and I am sure you’re going to love it too.

I hope that this brochure reflects our commitment to 
delivering the finest quality furniture at the best value,
backed with unrivalled expertise and the ability
to quickly expand capacity to meet demand.
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Project Plan - A comprehensive project plan lies at the core 
of the Neal Jones Furniture service. The project managers (all 
furniture specialists) constantly refer to this plan, checking 
progress with the workshops. Progress is recorded by 
photograph, video and site visits and evidence is regularly 
shared with the client.

Cost Management - Placing significant orders with small 
companies is often considered risky. Neal Jones Furniture 
mitigate this risk by a) carrying out their own financial due 
diligence and b) by managing the payment schedule to 
effectively guarantee the financial viability of the workshop 
through the project.

Quality Control - Progress is regularly inspected by our 
furniture specialists to ensure that specifications are being 
followed correctly and implemented to the most demanding 
quality standards.

Client Inspection and Delivery - Although the various pieces 
that make up a project can be made in workshops from 
across the UK, on completion they will all be brought to a 
central location, be that our studio or one of our workshops 
to facilitate easy client inspection. All furniture is carefully 
packed in robust casing and delivered using ‘white gloves’.

Fit for Purpose - Particularly important for marine and 
exterior furniture, our design process carefully considers 
the environmental conditions to ensure that the furniture is 
sufficiently protected. Other key criteria can concern weight 
or regulatory compliance (such as the reg-b requirements 
for marine furniture).
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Sleek, maritime aesthetic

Ives
Distilled sailing aesthetic.

Lancaster
Pure, understated simplicity

Windermere
Sweeping, classic style.

Parallel 
Straight lines, elegant structure.

Compact Collections
Full room key pieces
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The Grande Collection centres around the same elegant 
curved shape, designed to mimic the prow of a ship. Grande 
is all about understated luxury, delivering pieces that are not 
only quality, but timeless and fashionable.

The Grande Collection is born out of a desire to deliver the 
finest quality marine furniture at the best value, backed 
with unrivalled expertise and flexible workshop capacity. 
Designed with elegance, delivered with precision

GRANDE
COLLECTION

It’s all in the detail

Throughout the Grande Collection you’ll find polished steel 
accents, smooth curves and pin-point accurate finishes. 
Grande combines wood, metal and fabric to create a piece 
that is subtle, but hints at so much more to discover.
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DINING CHAIR DINING CHAIR
EYF2509 EYF2518

DINING CHAIR
EYF2512

DINING CHAIR
EYF2516

LOUNGE CHAIR
EYF2108

LOUNGE CHAIR
EYF2114

SWIVEL CHAIR
EYF2409

SIDE TABLE
EYF2388
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SOFA
EYF4010

SOFA
EYF4011

DAYBED
EYF5002

SUN LOUNGER
EYF3003

GRANDE

COFFEE TABLE

COFFEE TABLE
EYF6004

EYF6005
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Don’t let the simplicity of the Ives range fool you - the mate-
rials used are the highest quality, and the sweeping design 
catches and leads the eye from piece to piece, creating a 
gorgeous cohesive collection to furnish any room.

Sweeping curves, repeating motifs and luxury unrivalled 
meet in the Ives range from Neal Jones Furniture

IVES

It’s all in the detail

Shapes in the form of hull support ribs or sails full of the 
Cornish coast breeze tie together large upholstery panels 
with clean lines and finish.

COLLECTION
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BAR STOOL FOOT STOOL

EYF2020 EYF8001

BAR STOOL

EYF2023

BAR STOOL

EYF2024

DINING CHAIR

EYF2511

DINING CHAIR

EYF2513

LOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2110
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IVES

SUN LOUNGER

EYF3004

SOFA

EYF4012

CANOPY DAYBED

EYF5003

SIDE TABLE

EYF2389

COFFEE TABLE

EYF6006
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The Lancaster Collection centres around smooth lines, 
luxurious and extensive upholstery, subtle details and 
features exceptional quality materials and workmanship, to 
give pieces that are supremely versatile and timeless.

The Lancaster Collection is all about quality, paired-back 
design that just looks good anywhere. Elevate any room 
with refined, uncomplicated elegance that’s guaranteed 
to start a conversation.

LANCASTER

It’s all in the detail

Clean lines, elegant legs, subtle turned features, and 
perfectly chosen materials give a polished finished that 
constantly delights and surprises.

COLLECTION
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DINING CHAIR

EYF2519

LOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2116

LOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2117

SWIVEL CHAIR

EYF2411

SIDE TABLE

EYF2391

BAR STOOL

EYF2036
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SUN LOUNGERSOFACOFFEE TABLE

EYF3005EYF4013EYF6008

LANCASTER

CANOPY DAYBED

EYF5004
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Named after England’s biggest lake, the Windermere range 
encapsulates that special place where luxury lakeside 
getaways meets stunning, unrivalved natural surroundings. 

Smooth curves, robust design and riverboat prow-shape 
backrests are indicative of the sailing and steam boats that 
still go up and down the lake today.

Robust, confident and structural design meets elegant 
curves and no-nonsense silhouette.

WINDERMERE

It’s all in the detail

Repeating lines, strong shapes, elegant, sweeping arm rests. 
Statement pieces that fit all aesthetics.

COLLECTION
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BAR STOOL

EYF2033

DINING CHAIR

EYF2510

DINING CHAIR

EYF2514

SWIVEL CHAIR

EYF2410

SIDE TABLE

EYF2390

COFFEE TABLE

EYF6003
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WINDERMERE

SOFA DAYBEDDAYBED

EYF4002 EYF5001EYF4002

SUN LOUNGER

EYF3001
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Timeless maritime architectural design is at the heart of the 
Parallel range. The deceptively simple but well-engineered 
design adds interest to any deck, complimenting almost 
every aesthetic and decor.

Straight lines, parallel spindles, right-angle arm rests and 
details give the Parallel range an elegant architectural 
look, resembling the hand rails and boards from a sailing 
ship.

PARALLEL

It’s all in the detail

Clean lines, repeating motifs, seamless meeting of robust but 
elegant fabric with wood, and an iconic maritime silhouette.

COLLECTION
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LOUNGE CHAIR LOUNGE CHAIR SOFA

EYF2112 EYF2113 EYF4008

LOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2111

SOFA

EYF4007
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L-SHAPED SOFA

EYF4009

PARALLEL

SOFA

EYF4004 EYF4005 EYF4006

Armrest options: 
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Maritime design meets luxurious style and quality materials.

Our Compact Collections are named after key maritime 
rivers right here in the UK, as a celebration of our long 
nautical history and expertise.

Whether finishing off a room with just the right piece, or 
fitting out a room here and there, our smaller collections 
are perfect for getting the job done properly. These 
products also mix and match with anything else in this 
brochure. Luxury aesthetic, accessible efficiently.

COMPACT

Lune Collection
Vertical and horizontal bars of elegance and paired back 
design.

Tyne Collection
Bold, big and confident design where comfort and structure 
meet.

Thames Collection
Sweeping lines, attractive angles and cut-out designs.

COLLECTIONS
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LUNE

LOUNGE CHAIRLOUNGE CHAIR LOUNGE CHAIRLOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2118 EYF2119 EYF2120 EYF2121

Rear Rear RearRear
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TYNE

LOUNGE CHAIR COFFEE TABLE FOOT STOOLLOUNGE CHAIR

EYF2115 EYF6009 EYF8002EYF4014
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THAMES

EYF2118EYF2029 EYF2034

Rear Rear RearRear

EYF2119

LOUNGE CHAIRBAR STOOL BAR STOOL LOUNGE CHAIR
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Director’s Chairs

Dining Chairs

Dining Tables

Bar Stools

Side Tables

Coffee Tables

Quality luxury pieces to finish and furnish any 
room or deck on your yacht or sailing vessel

OTHERS & EXTRAS
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Perfect for dining rooms, bars, bedrooms, sun rooms, out-
side decks and more, a director’s chair adds class and inter-
est to any room or outside space.

Foldable, stowable, elegant, fashionable, comfy - the 
perfect flexible furniture piece for your yacht deck.

DIRECTOR’S CHAIRS

It’s all in the detail

Stainless steel pivots, luxury wood selection and finish, crisp 
and classy stitching, comfy upholstery.
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EYF0552

EYF0553 EYF0554
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DIRECTOR’S CHAIRS

EYF0555 EYF0557EYF0556
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EYF2510EYF2519EYF2518 EYF2512

EYF2509
GRANDE Range

GRANDE Range GRANDE Range LANCASTER Range WINDERMERE Range
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DINING CHAIRS

EYF2517EYF2520EYF2515EYF2521EYF2511 EYF2513

WINDERMERE Range IVES Range IVES Range

EYF2514
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DINING TABLE DINING TABLE

EYF7002

EYF70011.7m version 1.7m version

5.16m version 5.16m version EYF7003

EYF7004
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DINING TABLES

DINING TABLE DINING TABLE

EYF7005 EYF6002
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EYF2020

EYF2023

EYF2024EYF2033EYF2036 EYF2029 EYF2034

GRANDE Range

LANCASTER Range WINDERMERE Range IVES Range IVES Range THAMES Range THAMES Range
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BAR STOOLS

EYF2019 EYF2025 EYF2035 EYF2026 EYF2030 EYF2027 EYF2028 EYF2031EYF2032

GRANDE Range
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COFFEE TABLECOFFEE TABLE

EYF6004 EYF6005

COFFEE TABLE

EYF6003

GRANDE Range

WINDERMERE Range

GRANDE Range
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COFFEE TABLE

EYF6006

COFFEE TABLE SIDE TABLE SIDE TABLE SIDE TABLE SIDE TABLE

SIDE/COFFEE TABLES

EYF6007 EYF2388 EYF2389 EYF2390 EYF2391

GRANDE Range IVES RangeIVES Range LANCASTER RangeWINDERMERE Range
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Oiled Teak High Gloss Teak

Oiled Mahogany High Gloss Stained Mahogany
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Bleached Teak

Custom Colour Lacquer

MATERIALS
& FINISHES

316 Stainless
Steel

High Gloss 
Snow White

Lacquer

Acrylic 
Canvas

Bianco 
Assoluto

Low Iron
Glass

All pieces in the Semi-Custom range are available in six 
different types of woods/finishes, as shown to the left. 
Whatever the material you chose, you can be sure of the 
highest quality marine performance, and a product that will 
continue to look as superb as you deserve.

It’s all in the detail

Some of the products in the brochure feature other details 
- see the options below. Note - not all details are available 
on all products.
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Bespoke furniture that has been meticulously designed and expertly 
crafted deserves to be cared for. Neal Jones Furniture are proud to offer 
a range of aftercare and maintenance packages tailored to the specific 
requirements of every client. These dedicated service packages have 
been specifically designed to preserve both the quality and longevity of 
your furniture.

Our furniture will be outstanding when delivered — that’s our Neal Jones 
guarantee  of excellence – but we think it is just as important that it 
retains that impact over the years to come. Sadly, accidents happen, 
and furniture does get damaged. Throughout the design process, we try 
to anticipate such potential damage and plan how it can be repaired.

We are a service-driven company. To us, customer service means a 
great deal more than filling out a questionnaire at the end of a project. 
We recognise that our customer is like us, an important link in a chain 
providing service to the ultimate client purchaser. We see this chain as 
a ‘partnership of service’ and are committed to supporting our client in 
every way possible. Our aftercare packages reflect that commitment. 
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For more information, or to request a quotation, please contact melissa@nealjonesfurniture.com. Terms and Conditions apply.

Prior to our visit to any yacht in Europe, 
we will conduct a conference call with the 
principle crew member to gain a pre-
visit report of each item. This will help us 
to understand the current state of the 
furniture, and if there are any additional 
treatments or requirements that we could 
look to carry out additionally during our 
visit.

We include a spare set of upholstered 
seats and backs as well as spare marine 
fabric. We also have in stock a range 
of hardware and fixings which can be 
sent out at very short notice for any 
emergencies.

Throughout the term of the care package 
there will be a dedicated telephone 
and email support to fulfill any repair or 
maintenance needs.

Particularly important for marine and 
exterior furniture, our design, production 
and aftercare processes carefully 
consider marine environmental conditions 
to ensure that your furniture is sufficiently 
protected against the elements.  

Once on-board, we will carefully clean 
and buff all items of furniture, paying 
attention to the different materials 
involved, resulting in a rejuvenated finish.

We will also provide a full assessment 
of each item of furniture, highlighting 
any damage or repairs that we would 
recommend. We would discuss this with 
the principal crew member, provide a 
quotation and arrange a follow-on visit.

AFTERCARE & MAINTENANCE
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Manufacturing in the UK has multiple benefits - it allows us 
to work closely with all our workshops meaning our Project 
Managers can get up close and personal to the products at 
every stage of the journey.

It also means no costly shipping back and forth across 
the planet - helping to keep costs for the client down, and 
helps our planet too. Where we can, we use locally sourced 
materials too, to keep our carbon footprint to a minimum, 
and to support the full supply chain in the UK.

At Neal Jones Furniture, we are proud to say that our 
furniture is manufactured in the UK. The UK has a very long 
and illustrious history of master craftspeople, and we aim 
to ensure this continues well into the future.

MADE IN THE UK BY
MASTER CRAFTSPEOPLE
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FULLY BESPOKE

If you have seen some designs in here that are of interest, 
but not quite what you are looking for, we can design pieces 
to your exact specification.

We use only the finest materials and craftspeople, and have 
a dedicated team to help manage your project right from 
design conception to delivery and aftercare.

Neal Jones Furniture are well known for our high quality, 
high specification, fully 100% bespoke pieces.

Marine

Residential

Bespoke Humidors

For more information, visit our website.

PIECES
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 CONTACT
HEAD OFFICE

The Meadows, Hampson Lane, Hampson Green | LA2 0HY | Lancaster, United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1524 752816

info@nealjonesfurniture.com
www.nealjonesfurniture.com

SALES
Neal Jones

+44 (0) 7795033110
neal@nealjonesfurniture.com

 

 


